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6. Object Identification 



Objects 

 Information extracted from spatial grids often need to be associated 

with “objects” not just an individual pixel 

 Group of pixels that form a real-world entity 

 Mountain range, city, thunderstorm, etc. 

 

 

 We’ll assume that we combine high-valued pixels into objects 

 May have to transform original data into such a monotonic range 

 Take absolute value of shear values 

 Compute 300-T on infrared temperature 

 Compute a weighted sum of two different fields 

 



Techniques for object identification 

 Segmentation 

 Thresholding 

 Region growing 

 Hysteresis 

 Quantization and clustering 

 Global vs. local thresholds 

 Border detection and graph searches 

 Snakes and active contour algorithms 



Binary Image: Thresholding 

 Often need to classify within images 

 Wish to create a binary image (values are 0 or 1) 

 

 The simplest way is to threshold the image 

 What does thresholding assume? 



Impact of thresholding 

 



Thresholding 

 Thresholding assumes that the data values are enough to classify 

pixels 

 Pixels > threshold are part of object(s) 

 Pixels < threshold are part of background 

 Can then call connected pixels an object 



Binary Images -> Objects 

 Once you have a binary image, can form objects 

 An “object” consists of contiguous “1” pixels 

 This process is called segmentation 

 

 Representation of an object typically done in one of two ways: 

 A “label” image where each pixel is assigned its object number 

 Label of 0 could indicate background 

 A data structure where each region contains a list of Pixels 

 

 How to create an object from the binary image? 

 Using a technique called region growing 



Region Growing Algorithm 

 For every pixel in the grid that is above threshold and not yet part of a 

region: 

1. Start a new region 

2. Assign pixel to this region 

3. Check the 8-neighbors of the pixel 

 If any of them is above threshold, go to step 2 



Finding Objects using Region Growing 

 Algorithm to find objects in binary image B(x,y) 

 Initialize label image, L, to -1 (“unset”) 

 Initialize num_labels to 0 

 For each x,y in image B 

 If B(x,y) is 1 and L(x,y) is unset 

 Increment num_labels 

 Set L(x,y) to num_labels 

• Grow region around x,y assigning L to num_labels in region 

 



Region Growing (recursion) 

 Region growing is a recursive process: 

 Grow region around x,y assigning L to num_labels: 

 For every pixel in the 8-neighborhood of x,y 

 If B(pixel) is 1 and L(x,y) is unset  {B is binary image; L is label} 

• Set L(pixel) to num_labels 

 Grow region around pixel assigning L to num_labels in region 

 

 However, because images are large, the above recursion can cause 

stack overflow 

 Replace recursion by using a list 

 

 



Region Growing (stack) 

 Unroll region growing using a dynamically growing stack 

 

 Grow region around x,y assigning L to num_labels: 

 Initialize empty stack 

 Add pixel x,y to stack 

 While stack is non-empty 

 Pop pixel, p, from stack 

 Set L(p) to num_regions 

 For every pixel, p2, in the 8-neighborhood of p 

 If B(p2) is 1 and L(p2) is unset  {B is binary image; L is label} 

 Add p2 to stack 

 

 

 



Region Growing 

 



Problems with thresholding 

 Low values of threshold read to highly noisy pixels 

 Many pixels unnconnected to other high-density clusters 

 A threshold of 10K finds Peoria for example 

 An “optimal” threshold aka Otsu is not necessarily the most 

meaningful one 

 High values of threshold make the extent of cities rather small 

 Madison, WI is not just a few square kilometers 



On Surface Albedo Data 

 Thresholding surface 

albedo at 0.23 and 0.25 

 

 

 Assigning  random 

colors to objects is an 

easy way to visualize 

the different objects 

 

 What are the issues 

here? 



Thresholding is noisy 

 The threshold provides a binary cutoff 

 

 Two issues: 

 If the data value oscillates in a neighborhood … 

 Broken objects 

 If data just happens to go above threshold at a pixel … 

 Spurious, small objects 

 

 How could you address this problem? 



Size-based pruning 

 Size is simply the number of pixels that share the same label 

 Have to account for projection, of course 



Problem with size-based pruning 

 We have reduced the noise 

 But have also lost Madison, Wisconsin 



Hysteresis 

 Hysteresis allows you to correct object identification while growing 

regions: 

 The idea is to use two thresholds: 

 One threshold (t1) to initialize an object 

 A second (lower) threshold (t2) to identify the pixels that belong to 

that object 

 “An object consists of pixels above t2 that contain at least one pixel 

with value above t1” 



Hysteresis explained 

 



On Surface Albedo data 

 Using two thresholds: 0.23 and 0.25 with hysteresis 



Multiple Thresholds 

 Using multiple thresholds, can build a hierarchical segmentation 

 Assuming a single threshold 

 Or careful choice of thresholds if using hysteresis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Essentially the same as quantizing the image 

 Reducing the number of data levels 

 What’s done in analog-digital conversions! 



Watershed Transform 

 Arrange all the pixels into a level set 

 Traverse level set one level at a time starting at highest value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Watershed algorithm 

 Three possibilities when considering any pixel: 

 No overlap with any labeled region.  We have a new maximum. Start 

flooding from here 

 All labeled neighbors of this pixel belong to the same region. Update 

label of this pixel to the label of that region 

 Some neighbors are labeled, but they belong to different maxima. 

Check influence zone of each maximum and assign pixel to closest 

 



Example of watershed 

 



Drawback of watershed algorithm 

 Watershed algorithm tends to not work well on real-world fluid-like grids 

 Too much texture 

 Smoothing helps (here, after Gaussian filter) 



Enhanced Watershed Transform 

 Stop region growing when it reaches a certain size 



Ewshed example 

 



Ewshed after smoothing 

 



Multiple spatial fields 

 If you have multiple fields of data values projected on same grid 

 For example: population density and terrain cover 

 Can you create objects with similar densities and covers? 

 Only similar density or only similar cover: simply threshold 

 But both, taken together? 



Vector quantization/clustering 

 Clustering is a way of doing vector quantization 

 At every pixel, you have a vector of data values 

 The pixel location is itself a vector 

 Cluster a vector consisting of: 

 The values of each data value 

 Pixel’s row number 

 Pixel’s column number 

 Define a distance between two vectors 

 As a weighted Euclidean distance 

 Could weight each component by its variance 

 “Mahalanobis” distance 

 Apply K-means clustering, assuming you want K objects 

 



K-means clustering 

 An iterative technique that follows the basic Expectation-Minimization 
approach 

 Assume that all the pixels are assigned to one of K clusters 

1. Compute the cluster’s mean value 

2. For every pixel in the image 

 Compute distance of pixel from each of the cluster means 

 If pixel is closer to a different cluster’s mean, mark pixel to be 
moved to new cluster 

3. Move all pixels that were marked to be moved 

4. If any pixels were affected, or if number of iterations < MAXITER, 
go to step 1 

 How do you start with an assignment? 

 Could randomly seed the points 

 Or divide the domain equally to find initial centers 



Clustering for Segmentation 

 In images, the pixels are not independent 

 Need to place an additional constraint on K-means 

 Contiguity: adjacent pixels should ideally belong to the same cluster 

 Compactness: clusters should not be overly large 

 

 But advantage of K-means over just region growing: 

 No dependence on thresholds 

 Non-contiguous pixels can be part of same cluster 



Contiguity-enhanced K-means 

 Distance of a pixel from a cluster can be set up as a weighted average 

of: 

 Discontiguity distance 

 Fraction of neighbors who belong to a different cluster 

 Distance based on data value 

 Such as difference between pixel value and mean value of cluster 

 Distance based on spatial location 

 Such as Euclidean distance between pixel and centroid of cluster 



But … 

 K-Means clustering requires you to know K 

 

 

 What is K here? 

 

 

 How likely are you to know it apriori? 



K-means as refinement 

 K is the number of objects 

 No way to know it before hand 

 Different images, even of the same type, will have differing K’s 

 Instead, can use threshold-based segmentation to find initial set of 

objects 

 Then use K-means clustering to refine the segmentation 

 Adding pixels on the boundaries 

 Like hysteresis, except that that lower threshold is a function of 

distance and data value 

 



On surface albedo 

 Can be hard to come up with weights for the different components of a 

distance to ensure that clusters don’t get too small or too large or drift 

away from original centers 

 

 

 But these clusters are not realistic 



Reimagine K 

 On geophysical fields, better to think of objects in terms of data values 

alone, more akin to contouring 

 Suppose you divide the data levels into K equal values? 

 Put each pixel into its bin 

 Then move pixel from its bin to the bin of its neighbors according to 

contiguity criteria 

 Minimize cost function that is a weighted average of discontiguity 

and data value (no distance from centroid!) 

 Can be carried out not just on the data value but on neighborhood 

statistics, such as texture 

 V. Lakshmanan, R. Rabin, and V. DeBrunner, ``Multiscale storm 

identification and forecast,'' J. Atm. Res., vol. 67, pp. 367-380, July 

2003 

 



On Surface Albedo 

 With equal weights for data value and discontiguity and K=5 



On Surface Albedo 

 Weighting the discontiguity more (more iterations than previous) 



On population … 

 



Contours to Multiscale 

 Once you have the data contoured, very simple to do multiscale 

representations (multiscale, not multiresolution) 



Active Contours 

 Rather than start from objects, what if you start from contours? 

 Find the best possible separation between object and not-object 

 A contour is curve with the following properties: 

 Tightness i.e. as short as possible 

 Smoothness i.e. not too bendy 

 Separates two dissimilar areas 

 A snake is an energy-minimization approach to find best contour 

 Normally with an external constraint that represents user interaction 

 Can set it to be zero for fully automated methods 

 

Kass, Witkin, Terzopoulos, 1988: Snakes: Active Contour Models; 

International Journal of Computer Vision, 321-331 



Snakes explained 

 Weighted sum of gradient + two energy terms (I used 0.3, 0.6, 0.1) 



The snake depends on a good gradient … 



Better gradient, based on dilating and thresholding image 



Snakes on population data 

 



Choosing an Object Identification Technique 

 Start off with a single global threshold + region growing 

 Use Otsu’s criterion to determine global threshold 

 If results are too noisy or not relevant, try changing threshold 

 If one threshold is not enough 

 Because of too many small objects or too few objects 

 Try hysteresis 

 Because threshold is different in different parts of the image 

 Try watershed 

 If watershed fails because of texture 

• Use enhanced watershed 

 If pixel connectivity is a problem 

 Use active contours 

 Or contiguity-enhanced clustering 

 Can combine contiguity-enhanced clustering + enhanced watershed  



Region Properties 

 Region growing identifies several regions that are not valid objects 

 Can devise additional criteria for these clusters of pixels to decide 

whether or not they are objects 

 geometric criteria: size, shape 

 Temporal properties: how much change over time? 

 Another spatial grid: average temperature within region, etc. 



Orientation and aspect ratio 

 Find orientation, aspect ratio by fitting objects to an ellipse 

 

 

 

 Then find the eigen vectors of the matrix (S=epsilon) 

 a, b are twice the magnitudes of the eigen vectors 

 Get theta from angle between eigen vectors where the eigen vectors 

are: 



Example ellipse fit 

 



Geocoding objects 

 Centroid of an object is the average of x and y 

 Accounting for projection quite hard 

 Assume our objects are small enough that this is enough 

 Accurate geocoding relies on polygons to represent countries, states 

 Find which polygon(s) the centroid lies within 

 Or check each pixel of object and find where it lies 

 Approximate geocoding is based on centroid alone 

 Store center of each postal code 

 Find closest center to centroid of object (Euclidean distance) 

 Usually achieve reasonable results 



Fitting lines 

 To fit a single line to a bunch of points, use Least Squares: 

 

 

 

 

 But what if you want to fit a bunch of lines to a bunch of points spread 

through out the grid? 



Hough Transform Goal 

 



Hough Transform 

 Specify a line using formula: 

 

 

 Maintain a bucket of  possible (r,theta) values 

 R in increments of 10 pixels 

 Theta in increments of 20 degrees 

 For every candidate point (x,y), add a vote to every (r,theta) that fits 

 For every (r,theta), also maintain “end-points” 

 Select the best 3 (r,theta) points 

 Most number of votes 

 Most density of points 


